
50 YEARS OF \MATEMATI�CKI VESNIK"

By the fall of 1948 the Managing Board of the Society of Mathematicians and
Physicists of Serbia decided to start publishing a scienti�c journal named VESNIK
DRU�STVA MATEMATI�CARA I FIZI�CARA NR SRBIJE (\Bulletin of the Society
of Mathematicians and Physicists of Serbia"). Jovan Karamata was the �rst editor-
in-chief, the Editorial Board consisted of Pavle Savi�c, Dragoljub K. Jovanovi�c,Milo�s

Radoj�ci�c and Dobrivoje Mihajlovi�c, while Ivan Atanasijevi�c was the technical editor.

The �rst issue of the journal was published in the beginning of 1949. It consist-
ed of four columns: Scienti�c articles, Problems and exercises, Critics and bibliog-

raphy and Meetings of the Society. Eight articles were published in this issue|we
give their original titles.

1. J. Karamata: O aproksimaciji eksponencijalne funkcije nizom racionalnih
funkcija

2. S. Fempl : O gornjoj granici razlike integrala proizvoda i proizvoda integrala

3. -D. Karapand�zi�c: Prilog integraciji jedne obi�cne diferencijalne jedna�cine

4. M. Tomi�c: Gauss-ov stav o te�zi�stu i njegova primena

5. I. Izbekov : O jednoj osobini prostih brojeva

6. D. Mihajlovi�c: Partikularni integrali u problemu sudara triju tela, nebeske
mehanike

7. D. Milosavljevi�c: Skretanje tela ka istoku pri slobodnom padanju

8. D. Markovi�c: O jednom istoriskom obrascu za kvadratni koren nekog broja

All the articles had abstracts in French and Russian.

In the column Meetings of the Society in this and subsequent issues (up to
1963), reports on all the important activities of the Society and, later, of the Union
of Societies of Mathematicians, Physicists and Astronomers of Yugoslavia can be
found. Thus, we �nd the report from the Founding session dated 04.01.1948, from
the �rst session of the Society dated 26.04.1948, the third session dated 10.06.1948,
dedicated to the �fth anniversary of the death of Mihailo Petrovi�c, the detailed
report from the First congress of the Union held on Bled 08{12.11.1949 and so on.

In the �rst year, two more issues of Vesnik were published|issue no. 2, as well
as double-issue no. 3{4 for 1949. In the subsequent years, Vesnik continued to be
published in single or double-issues. There were 147 issues in total, this issue no.
3{4 of the volume 50 for 1998 inclusive, the total number of pages being 16 474.
The total number of scienti�c papers published in the main column Articles is 2017.
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Starting with the issue 3{4 for 1950 the journal had a new editor-in-chief|it
was Dragoljujb Markovi�c, while the secreatry was Zlatko Mamuzi�c. The following
issue, no. 1{2 for 1951 contained the �rst article written in foreign language; this
was an article in French, written by Z. Mamuzi�c. In the subsequent years, the
number of articles in foreign languages increased, and �nally, starting with 1989,
there were no more articles in Serbian. Besides, while in the beginning French
was the most common language, later on there were more articles in Russian and
German, and in the recent years about 90% of articles have been published in
English.

In the �rst few years, only Yugoslav authors published in Vesnik. The �rst
article with a foreign author can be found in the issue 3{4 for 1953. This was the
article by E. Hille: Quelques remarques sur les equations de Kolmogoro�. The
number of foreign authors increased later on, and so one can �nd a lot of well
known names among them; we mention only W. Sierpinski who published several
articles in Vesnik and who was very active in the column Problems and exercises

(later on Problems), too.

There was a reorganization, made after �fteen published volumes of Vesnik. By
an agreement between the Society of Mathematicians, Physicists and Astronomers
and the Mathematical Institute from Belgrade, the name of the journal changed to
MATEMATI�CKI VESNIK (\Mathematical bulletin") and it began to be published
by these two institutions. It had double numeration|the volume for 1964 was
labeled as 1 (16). Dragoljub Markovi�c continued to be editor-in-chief, and Milorad

Bertolino was the secretary. The journal had the following six columns: Articles,
Expositions of actual problems, Mathematical notes (till 1967), Problems, Book
reviews and Scienti�c informations. Each column had its own editor.

After the death of Dragoljub Markovi�c in the beginning of 1965, Zlatko Ma-

muzi�c was appointed the new editor-in-chief. Starting with 1968, Du�san Adna -devi�c

was the secretary of the Editorial Board (substituted by Milorad Bertolino in
1971/72).

Some of the issues of Vesnik were dedicated to the articles presented at the
scienti�c meetings, organized by the Society of Mathematicians or the Mathemat-
ical Institute. Thus, issue no. 4 (1968) contained the articles presented at the
Symposium on Mihailo Petrovi�c, on the occasion of his 100th anniversary; issues
no. 1 (1985), 4 (1986) and 3{4 (1988) were dedicated to the Symposia on Complex
Analysis, and issue no. 1 (1997) to the 11th Geometrical Symposium. Finally, issue
no. 3{4 (1997) contained articles presented at the 4th Symposium on Mathematical
Analysis and its Applications.

Another change of the publisher was made in 1977. Again, the Society of
Mathematicians itself began to publish the journal, the editor-in-chief was still
Zlatko Mamuzi�c, and the secretary was Vladimir Mi�ci�c. There were four columns:
Articles and notes, Problems, Book reviews and Scienti�c informations. Till 1982
there was triple numeration of volumes (for example, 1 (14) (29) for 1977), and after
that just single numeration showing the year of publishing (for example, vol. 35 for
1983).
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The editor-in-chief was changed in 1979|the new editor was Du�san Adna -devi�c,
and the secretaries were Zoran Kadelburg from 1982, and Pavle Mladenovi�c from
1989. Finally, the last change of the editor was made in 1994|now the editor-
in-chief is Zoran Kadelburg, and Aleksandar Lipkovski is the secretary since the
beginning of the present year.

The Editorial Board was refreshed several times. Starting with 1996, some
foreign mathematicians were included in the Board, in an e�ort to raise the quality
of articles. The present Editorial Board is:

Editor-in-chief : Zoran Kadelburg (Beograd)

Secretary : Aleksandar Lipkovski (Beograd)

Members :
Jan M. Aarts (Delft) Petar Madi�c (Beograd)
Du�san Adamovi�c (Beograd) Vladimir Mi�ci�c (Beograd)
Du�san Adna -devi�c (Beograd) Pavle Mladenovi�c (Beograd)
Neda Bokan (Beograd) Mila Mr�sevi�c (Beograd)
Theodoros Bolis (Ioannina) Predrag Obradovi�c (Podgorica)
Dragan Vukoti�c (Madrid) Miroslav Pavlovi�c (Beograd)
Danica Despotovi�c (Novi Sad) Gordana Pavlovi�c-La�zeti�c (Beograd)
Mirko Janc (Baltimore) Alexander �Sostak (Riga)
Bo�sko Jovanovi�c (Beograd) Endre S�uli (Oxford)
Petar Kenderov (So�a) Ioan Tomescu (Bucuresti)

From the very beginning Vesnik have been exchanged with a great number of
journals all over the world. There are presently about hundred of such journals,
including some of the most eminent ones. Due to lack of space, these journals are
stored at the Faculty of Mathematics in Belgrade.

We can conclude that MATEMATI�CKI VESNIK has played a very important
role in the development of mathematical sciences in Yugoslavia. Some of the most
eminent mathematicians published their articles in it, and, on the other hand, a lot
of our mathematicians had an opportunity to publish their �rst articles in this jour-
nal. All the articles from Vesnik have been regularly reviewed in the main reviewing
journals|Mathematical Reviews, Zentralblatt f�ur Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebi-

ete and Referativny� �urnal. Finally, starting with 1996, Matemati�cki Vesnik
is published electronically, too, as a part of the ELibEMS (Electronic Library of
the European Mathematical Society) and it can be obtained through Internet on
http://www.emis.de/journals/MV/ or http://www.matf.bg.ac.yu/dms/.

This is the last issue of the jubilar, 50th volume of Matemati�cki Vesnik; we
are sure that this jubilee will not be the last one.

Zoran Kadelburg


